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TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD

Trustees Approve
New Curriculum

Trinity Admits
Forty Blacks
Number Twice
Last Year's

Board Members Confer
With Student Protesters

by Richard
A three hour meeting of the
Board of Trustees Saturday resulted in the approval of the curriculum revision report in the
form in which it had been passed
by the faculty last month. The
move, ending weeks of speculation
concerning
possible
trustee
changes, was seen by some as a
vote of confidence.in theLockwood
administration and as tacit acknowledgement of the board's decision not to interfere in acade• mic affairs of the College.
During the meeting, the statement of the TCC on parietals
was discussed. As Dr. Lockwood
had not placed the issue of parietals under the Board's jurisdiction, there was no vote on the
new policy. The TCC statement

TCB Plans
'Blackness'
Production
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks,
in cooperation with the Vassar
College Association of Black Students, will present "Blackness,
Blackness, Blackness," an everting
of Black expression, Friday evening at 8:15 in the Goodwin Theater.
According -to Kenneth Reeves
'72,
"the truly soul-searching
evening will be one that no perceptive Trinity Man (or Woman)
will want to miss. The show is
an imaginative combination of
dance, drama, song, and social
criticism."
Admission will be $1.25, and
tickets can be purchased from any
TCB member or in the Mather
Hall foyer. Proceeds will go to
the renovation and refurnishing of
the former Brownell Club House.

The College has accepted 40
black students for admission in
the fall, nearly twice the number
recommended the abolition
of'
accepted last April. Director of
College-entorced parietal hours.
Admissions
W. Howie
Muir
After the meeting approximately
stated that the substantial insix of the 26 trustees agreed to
crease "reflects a willingness here
the request of a group of proto take more chances." He r e testing undergraduates to meet
vealed that the College admitted
in order to discuss the Board's
"all qualified black students who
policies. It was later learned by
had applied," including two who
the TRIPOD that the chairman of
did not require financial assistBoard of Trustees, Lyman Brainance.
erd, had urged that the Trustees
ignore the students' request.
Because ofthe expected increase
in the number of black students
Most questioned concerning the
at the College, Muir pointed out
curriculum revision, Robert Tothat there would be a much lower
land, an alumni trustee, compercentage of students on financial
mented that the proposals were During last year's April trustee meeting, students blocked the Williams
aid in the Class of 1973. "We
outside of his "field of expertise" Memorial corridors to force consideration of the Senate's Black
took blacks first," he asserted*
but that the Board contained „ , . , . „
.
„
,
.,.
_, „ ,
, .
"and used the money that was left
several members who were able Scholarship Program. In an effort to comply with student demands, the
on what was left."
to knowledgably evaluate the pro- admission office this year accepted 55 disadvantaged applicants,
posed changes. According to To- including 40 Blacks.
The office of admissions canland "the interrelation between the
not predict how many of the black
curriculum and the finances of the
students who have been accepted
will actually decide to come to
College" make it necessary for the
the College. Last year, only 10
Board to exercise ultimate conof the 22 black students accepted
trol over any curricular changes.
the offer to enter the College.
Henry S. Beers, a member of
Muir declared that every effort
the Board's executive committee,
will be made to persuade the black
stated that the trustees' responstudents to come.
:
sibility in reviewing faculty decisions was to "make sure that
iVIuir observed that Assistant Diby Jeff Bahrenburg
rector of Admissions E. Max
they have done their thinking and
Paulin was instrumental in getting
that they've done their homework,"
"The administration, if not dir- Council "should be more responrather than to "make decisions ectly, has by default split the stu- sible" to the Senate, yet stressed the College to "dig deeper" for
which we are not competent to dent body," charged Michael F.' "I don't want myself bound to what- black students. "While he has
Jimenez '70 at the Senate meeting ever the Senate says." "We look helped us in our total admissions
make."
•
When questioned concerning the Sunday night. Noting the "fragmen- for the Senate for direction. We've picture, he has been particularly
possibility of student representa- tation" of the power of the Senate gotten no direction from the Senate; effective in recruiting, and in
tion on the Board of Trustees, evident in the present workings of we've given no direction." Mc- aiding us in judging black stuDr. Robert O'Malley cited the the Trinity College Council, he Ciaugherty noted that one solution dents whose backgrounds are un"increasing use of students on asserted that "TCC members must to this problem would be required familiar to us," Muir said.
Of the 375 students that will
active committees" as evidence be made responsible to the Senate. attendance at the Senate meetings
make up the Class of 1973, Muir
At the same meeting senator by the four TCC members.
of the growing power of the stuThe proposed bill of rights, expects that about 75 will be wodents in the College community. Jeffry C. Green '70 presented a
men. The office of admissions has
When another student repeated the motion for the adoption of a 19 which were drawn up by an ingroup of students, accepted 135 women and is counting
question concerning undergraduate point, student bill of rights. This dependent
trustees, Seymour Smith, a mem- motion, however, was tabled with- stresses that all judicial proceed- on the "pioneer spirit" of those
ber of the executive committee of out discussion until copies of the ings "shall abide by full due p r o - who applied to satisfy its prediction.
:'
the Board, expressed his sympathy proposal could be made available cess of law," Stating that the bill
"shall be the highest law pertainThe letters of acceptance will
for the student's goal and added to the senate body.
be mailed from the College on
James M. McCiaugherty '70, a ing to students", it asserts, "all
that "we'll see the day when this
Thursday and Friday.
happens, and maybe not in too member of the TCC, admitted that other laws, by-laws, and statutes
the student representatives of the of the College affecting students
long."
shall be subordinate to this Bill
of Rights and- subject to judicial
review by a democratically elected
judiciary on which students a r e
members.
Among the crucial points p r o Friday classes have been moved
vided in the bill a r e :
semesters.
to
Thursday to accommodate the
Exchange students will pay their
Senate's Drug Conference. All
bills to the College, Winslow com- 1) "The students of the College
events are scheduled in Mather
mented, and the funds will be shall be represented on all comHall's Washington Room,
;
transferred to the host institu- mittees, legislative bodies/and
Dr. Jacob Roseman will discuss
tion. "The student will not be judicial bodies that make decisions
"Drugs on Campus" Thursday
affecting their lives." 2) "A
"The total financial aid award," eligible," he emphasized, "for student shall have free access to
evening at 7:30. Dr. Roseman is a
the dean stated "shall not exceed financial aid to cover higher fees all College records which pertain
p r a c t i c i n g psychiatrist in
the budgeted amount for the same charged by the host college."
Amherst, Massachusetts.
to him." 3) "A student charged
Trinity
College
in
Quezon
City
student to attend Trinity ColA 'representative of the
for an act which is not considered
has
broad
offerings
in
oriental
lege for the same period of time.
Hartford
police department and
an
offense
under
the
rules
of
the
Students participating in a literature, history, and philosophy. College shall, by making a motion
Dr. Isadore Silver, a lawyer from
Winslow
asked
that
interested
stuforeign study program who will
the American Civil Liberties
to demur, be free from prosecunot receive credit from the Col- dents contact him, so that he can tion by the College."
Union, will scrutinize the legal
4) "The
arrange
a
meeting
with
Professor
lege Winslow continued, will pay
aspects of drug use at 10:00 a.m.
confidentiality of student records
Rafael
Rodriquez,
a
member
ofthe
the 'fees of the credit-awarding school's faculty now studying at shall be scrupulously maintained
Friday morning.
institution. According to Winslow, the University of Connecticut.
After a lunch break, there will
and shall be waived only on con"financial aid from Trinity Colbe a 1:00 p.m. discussion of social
sent of the student." '5) "StuSupport
for
Senator
Hartke's
lege shall not be available to the
and psychological dimensions by
dents shall have complete control
student participating in an Open "Department of Peace" has been over their course of study at the
Dr. Victor Gellineau and Dr.
Semester abroad when course snowballing. "The Peace Depart- College."
Myron Hurwitz. A coffee hour at
6)
"There
will
be
at
credit is being granted by another ment," Hartke remarked earlier least one term probation as p r e 2:30 p.m. will be followed by a
this year, "would be on equal footdiscussion with workers from
requisite for expulsion for social
ing
with
the
Departments
of
State
i n
S a n t s in the Ten College and Defense, to. push programs or academic reasons."
Daytbp, a controversial drug
continue to receive
treatment center in New Haven.
oriented toward improving the
This final event will be at 3:00
human condition." Information on
Contributions for REVIEW
p.m.
I5<X^ eawarTwould the internship is available in Dean
due on April 30. Contact
£ determined in the same manner Winslow's office.
Robert Pippin.
as financial aid awards for open

Klibaner

Student Bill of Rights
Presented to Senators

Winslow Outlines Financial Set-Up
For Open Semester, Other Programs
Financial arrangements for the
College's special academic opportunities have been outlined by N.
Robbins Winslow, associate dean
for educational services. •
The dean also announced opportunities for study at Trinity College in Quezon City, the Philippines, and the availability of a
non-salaried
internship
with
Indiana Senator Vance Hartke's
"Department of Peace", effort.
Because open semester students
will receive full credit from the
College, Winslow explained that
tuition and fees will. be paid as
usual. He added that financial aid
would, with certain exceptions,
also operate in the normal fashion.
Financial aid in excess of College charges for tuition and fees
will be awarded in the form of
loans if funds allow, said Winslow. He pointed out that students
requesting such an award must
submit an itemized expense budget
to the Financial Aid Office.
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Discloses New
Opportunities

Senate Day
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theater of light

'A Disappointment'
by Chuck
Compared with the excitement
which its creators had manufactured and the eagerness with which
it was awaited, the THEATER OF
LIGHT was a disappointment. Conceived by artists Jackie Cassen and
Rudi Stern, the exhibit succeeded
only with the solicited imaginations
of its viewers to answer the problems of total environment art.
Since the exhibit's opening,
many visitors to the Theater
have commented upon the failure
of each of the units to deal successfully with the problems connected with creating a total environment. Some spoke of the effect
of the exhibit's sound track as
"grating." Others complained of
the loud intrusion of the blowers,
switches, and various electronic
apparatus necessary to the exhibit's operation. Considered together, the criticisms indicate that the
exhibit blotted out the atmosphere
in the galleries without setting up
an Independent character of its
own, obvious from the clicking Internal apparatus, the scratchy
Tunnel environment at the Theater of Light.
sound-tracks, and once again the
scars and obvious presence of the
artists' expensive tools.
The first
environment consists of a gallery-length vinyl tube.
This tube is possibly the most
successful of the units, because
of its simplicity and its slowly
blinking (noiseless) lights.
by D.J. Reilert
The hastily surrounded second and third units detract from
Where is Steppenwolf at? The creative rock from pop, but were happiness was the thought that
solid (expensive) and graceful
group, in Hartford last Thursday, always able to meet this possible Steppenwolf would become the undidn't seem overly involved with conflict of directions by producing disputed best group in the country, plexiglass columns refracting colorful streams of light. An obnoxits music, to say the least. Speak- extremely tight music. Their third with the folding of the original
iously loud slide projector circuing with people who had seen them album. 'At Your Birthday Party' Byrds, Buffalo, and Moby Grape.
on the Philadelphia and Boston legs (Dunhill DSX 50053) is again well They did their thing really well on lating an uninterestingly loud
of their concert tour brought the balanced, but when measured albums one and two, better than any slide around the hexagonal hall
same impression. And Mike Tell's against their first two efforts, one creative group in the States out- detracts from an exciting hemistour sold out consistently, but the' must wonder if they're not settling side of the Band. The problem is pheric, transparent "stroboscopcrowds were apparently composed too comfortably in the money that they have not progressed in ic" fountain in the third unit.
The fourth unit epitomizes the
more of followers than freaks. groove. I find few songs on the a l - this third release. They do sound
exhibit's short-comings. Though
One must ask if Steppenwolf isn't bum memorable. All a r e a d - like the Band in places on side
giving in to commercial considera- mittedly enough, nice, but too many two, but that and a few good songs, this unit consists of a dome within a dome, the circular floor is
tions. They've been dangerously stop there.
aren't enough to rate them as highly
close' to the thin line dividing
Perhaps the reason for this un- as before. On the plus side a r e cluttered at the back by a mass
of clicking paraphernalia which
'Lovely Meter',, a tune which is operates at the great expense of
the prettiest song they have the Hartford Electric Company,
recorded; 'It's Never Too Late', as well as the expense of the ef'Jupiter Child', 'She'll Be Bet- fects It controls.
ter', a short but inconspicuous inIn an interview for the April 11
strumental called 'Cat Killer', the issue of the TRIPOD, director of
"It is right on target with some keen potshots
single 'Rock Me', and the Bandy Widener Gallery, Professor Mitat Viet Nam, smut peddling, nymphomania,
'God Fearing Man' (where Kay chell Pappas noted that "unlike a
can't match the band's Richard deal of vulgarizations of the light
underground newspapers, pop art and sex
Manuel's vocals).
show technique, Cassen and Stern
and the single hot-blooded young man!"
If this album represents a ven- come to grips with the medium as
- B o b Salmagg/. WINS Radio
(Continued on Page 3)
a structural and ordered exper-

Frumunda

Steppenwolf Reviewed

NOW

" A N OVERGROUND
SEX-PROTEST FILM!"
-Archer

Wjnslen. New

Shouse
ience." As kinetic environment artists, Cassen and Stern made the
structure of the THEATER OF
LIGHT too obvious, and neglected
thereby the aesthetic experience
which the "vulgarizations" often
produce from mere volumn of
sound or profusion of light sources.
Perhaps the creators of "vulgarizations such as dance halls are
aware that an environment must offer something- to distract the inhabitants from the dollars worth
oi clickings metal necessary to
operate an environment.

by Carlo Forzani
Sunday afternoon's concert by
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra
at the Bushnell was a refreshing
change from their usual Wednesday evening presentations. Featuring .Haydn's "Symphony No. 6",
Maurice Ravel's fast paced and
slightly jazzy "Piano Concerto in
G Major", and Carl Nielsen's optimistic "Symphony No. 5", the program complemented the balmy
spring day well. Nielsen, a Danish
composer, is seldom presented in
the United States and not well
known, but his humanistically inspired
"Sinfonia
Espansiva"
proved to be a good selection. Although Haydn is known for his
work in developing the classical
symphony, "Symphony No. 6" came
at the beginning of his career and
is more of a baroque concerto
grosso with some elements of the
serenade than it is a symphony.
Ravel's "Piano Concerto in G
Major" is the composer's most
famous and perhaps most brilliant
work, and follows the basically
impressionistic style characteristic of this French composer.
Philippe Entremont, performing
Ravel's concerto as guest pianist,
displayed great technical command
of his instrument but lacked the
usual sense of excitment for which
he is famous.
Perhaps the greatest credit for
a successful afternoon belongs to
guest conductor Henry Lewis. An
able conductor, Lewis had command of his orchestra. His ability
to integrate his instruments
smoothly and his subtle sense of
timing made the music come alive,
and resulted in a professional
performance, especially when contrasted with last Wednesday evening's strained and poorly done
Mahler concert.

Noted Poetess
To Read
Own Works

SCRCENPLAY HY C H W U S H l M C H AND M I A N DC PALIAA DIRECTED BY BRIAN OC M U M PRODUCED BY C '
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Poetess Barbara Howes will
read from her works this evening
at 8:00 in Wean Lounge.
• LOOKING UP AT LEAVES, the
latest of four books of verse by
Miss Howes, was nominated for
the National Book Award in 1966.
Joseph Slater, evaluating the collection for SATURDAY REVIEW,
called the poems "fine and rare
ones, austerely spare and understated, movingly precise and true."
Miss Howes, who last appeared
at the College five years ago, has
edited two short story anthologies,
and recently completed, along with
her son, a collection of stories for
high school students. Her poetry
has appeared in THE NEW
YORKER, SATURDAY REVIEW,
THE NEW REPUBLIC, and the
ATLANTIC. She is the former ediMaxwell Shepherd, pianist, will appear at the Austin Arts Center tor of CHIMERA, a literary quarterly.
tomorrow, playing a recital of Brahms, Beethoven, Chopin and
The reading i s sponsored by the
Copland.
Trinity College Poetry Center.
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English, Phys* Ed. Departments
Announce Curricular Changes
The English and physical education departments have announced
changes in their course offerings
for the next academic year. There
will also be minor changes in the
major requirements for the English department.
According to the acting chairman
of the English department, Dr.
Ralph M. Williams, English majors
•will be required to take 12 courses,
Summer jobs in the greater
Hartford area are available to
students through the department
of Community Affairs. For
information contact the Trinity
Interaction Center, in care of Bill
Searle, Box 831. Include interest,
major, and age.
I m m e d i a t e openings are
available for teaching assistants in
math and reading at the Hooker
School near St. James Church.
The work is for one or two hours
per day. Interested students
should contact Bill Searle.

On Wednesday, April 16, at
8 : 0 0 p . m . in McCook
Auditorium, Dr. H. Richard Skutt
of the Electrical Engineering.
Department of the University of
New Hampshire will present a
lecture on "Biotelemetry."

HISTORY COLLOQUIUM
There will be a meeting of the
History majors on Wednesday,
April 16 at 4 p.m. in Wean
Lounge. New courses, new
Department requirements, and
n a t u r e of t h e G e n e r a l
Examination will be discussed.

OBITUARY
April 11—It, was announced today
by a memberof the immediate
Family, that SCRIBBLES has
died, discontinued
publication, and that from
now on It Would cease to
be the unfamiliar newspaper
put out by Couz and Freak
publications.
Mortician
R. H. Izzouc

as at present, but will not be required to take English 101-102
which will not be offered in the
future. Williams also noted that in
the future English majors would
not be allowed to take more than
two electives at the 200 level.
Williams listed a number of new
courses which will be offered in the
future "to attract students to take
English even though they are not
required to do so." These will Include a course examining the artistic similarities of the novel, play,
and film; a freshman course in
creative writing; and a one semester version of the present English
101-102.
Williams noted that his department was "completely open for
suggestions" concerning possible
courses to be taught by undergraduates. According to Williams no
suggestions have yet been received
by the department.
The Physical Education depart-
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Steppenwolf

(Continued from Page 2)
ture in new direction for Steppen- guished from the general din,
wolf, it is too disorganized and
and who did very little In pushing
uninspired. (B to B plus) '
,tbe sound ahead. Kay was very nice
John Kay lately remarked that to the audience, but there was
the group is still a happy blues otherwise very Iff tie rapport. Perment has "redesigned the old alternative. This is indeed a r e - haps Steppenwolf needs only a rest.
courses so that they are worthy of warding quality of the bunch, but At any rate, they are being abanacademic credit," according to it wasn't overly in evidence at doned by many freaks for selling
Professor of Physical Education Bushnell. They weren't mean; just put. That sort of phrase is just
Karl Kurth. According to Kuxth hassled, probably by this some- so much bullshit, but it is indicathe department has eliminated times ridiculous city, in the form tive of a decline In their popularity
most of the "team-type activities," of the HoJos which wouldn't serve among the underground and musiincluding classes in basketball, them liquor without a majority cians. Suppose it will now be a desoftball, soccer, and volleyball. card (which they, not being resicision between ever more money
He noted that these courses would dents of this state, couldn't possi- and more musical respect.
still be available on an intramural bly have had). But they gave a
The Damn Yankees put on a much
or intercollegiate basis.
very bored performance, and didn't better show than they had when Big
Kurth stated that an emphasis make much of an effort to play
Brother was in last autumn. The
would be put upon "instructional" very creatively or well. GoldyMc- selling out of seats promises more
courses and individual activities. John did want to "get the hell out rock concerts coming from Mike
There will be classroom courses of this damned city," and this may Tell's promotion group, which did
in medical self help, coaching, and also be understood by the bopping the area well by offering Steppenrecreational leadership. Kurth ex- audience and might help explain the wolf for viewing (with WPOP).
pressed the belief that because of performance.
There should be much more musithe new courses and expanded
All excuses aside, they should cal activity in the area; the^people
facilities, more students would be have been far better, especially certainly can support it, And we
using the athletic facililites in the bassist Nick St. Nicholas, whose hope Tell will bring moreCCoasf
future than presently. These will froops could hardly be distin- acts here In the future.
include "a lot of students who
weren't down here before," he
commented.

Scottish Independence
Gains Student Support
"With the growth of the Scottish
National Party, the 'auld sang1 is
being heard once again," asserted
Associate Professor of History
James V. Compton, faculty advisor
of the College chapter of the SNP.
The new political group, concerned with the reestablishment
of an independent Scotland, will
hold a meeting tonight at 8 p.m.
in Cook A-21. Compton stated that
all students with interests in
"things Scottish — liquid or otherWise" are invited.

of resentment against English
domination of British political life.
As in Wales and Ireland, it reflects a desire among the Celtic
peoples for self-determination,"
He pointed out that Scotland is a
nation with a legal system, educational institutions and ecclesiastical foundation quite different
from that of England. "Its tradition and way of life are distinctive,"
he observed, "The SNP proposes
to give this a sense of nationhood
a political expression through an
independent Scottish state."
He added that "This idea should
According to Compton, the SNP,
founded in 1928, is the fastest not seem strange. Scotland was
growing political movement in independent 1314 to 1707 or about
Great Britain. He noted that while twice as long as the United states."
David W. Green '71, editor of
it had only 2000 members in 1962,
it now has a membership of 100,- the TRIPOD, announced his support
000, the largest in Scotland. of the SNP Sunday afternoon. "Of
It won over 100 seats in local elec- course I believe in an independent
tions in 1968, and is expected to Scotland," he declared. "Everyone
equal this number in similar elec- knows that the acute angles went
tions next month. Predicting that north while the obtuse angles r e the SNP should win at least 15 mained in the south."
Dr. Alan C. Tull, chaplain ofthe
seats in Parliament at the next
general election, Compton stated College, voiced his opposition to
that Its new strength lies espe- the SNP by declaring, "The Scots
cially among students and younger have lousy traditions: they close
the pubs earlier than anywhere
workers. *
Denying the allegation that he else in Her Majesty's realm." Alis espousing one of history's lost though Tull refused to say "God
causes, Compton insisted that the save the Queen," he did admit that
NSP "represents an old tradition he wishes her well.

1. Making out your
laundry list?

Diamond Rings
Starting at $50
BIG CASH
DISCOUNTS ,
TO TRINITY
STUDENTS
Keepsake
Diamond Rings
INSTANT SERVICE
Watch Repair - Complete
Overhaul $795 up

HELFGOTT
JEWELERS
40 Asylum St. Hartford
Credit if it's good

Listen. "How do I love
thee, Myrna, let me
count the ways..."

Writing a poem

3. That's Browning.

4. That's Omar Khayyam.

What about; "A jug of
wine, a loaf of bread,
And thoti, Myrna,
beside me..."

BOOKSTORE SALE!
Gotham $400
Also $150 to 1900

2. You?

Then how am I going
to show Myrna how
much. I care?

Wednesday and Thursday,
April 16th, and 17th

Selected Items
40% to 50% and more off regular prices
Glassware
T Shirts and Sweatshirts
Jackets
Lamps
Desk Accessories
Pictures and Posters and Many other assorted items

"Books!
% Price or Less
Miscellaneous assortment
Cloth bound and Paperback

-s

5, Why don't you see if you can
land one of those great jobs
Equitable.is offering.
The work is fascinating,.the
pay good, and the
opportunities unlimited.
All of which means you'll
be able to take care of a
wife, to say nothing of
kids, extremely well.

•
:

"O, my Myrna is like
a red, red rose..."
For details about careers at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or>'
write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.
, ;

THEIEQUITABLE
The Equitable Life Assurance Society o£ the United States
1285 Avemie of the Americas, New York, Neiv York 10019
An Equal Opportunity Employer, Jf/f
© Equitable 1968
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Communication: Our Greatest Heed
Last Saturday, shortly after the
Trustees had passed the Curriculum Revision, I walked out towards
the group of Trustees and students
who were discussing the issues that
have divided this college. As T
neared, another student, name
unknown tome, commented, "Iwish
that they came here and did this
more than twice a year." I agreed.
Last year's disturbances had
April 15, 1969
seemed to me to reveal a great
lack of willingness to communicate and to try to understand the
opinions of others on both sides.
I had often thought that much of
the trouble would have been averted had there been an honest attempt on both sides to consider not
only their own feelings and convictions, but those of others. As
it was, the Trustees were, understandably, on the defensive, and
The Board of Trustees acted in the best interest of the College by the students resorted to disrupaccepting the entire report of the Curriculum Revision Committee as tive tactics.
amended and approved by the faculty. The outcome of the Saturday
As I listened to the interchange
meeting as well as their approval of coeducation last January indicates of questions and answers, I was
that the trustees realize that the policies of the College can be deeply impressed by what was
determined best by its three constituent bodies: students, faculty and happening. Some of the leaders of
the lock-in of the Trustees last
administrators.
year were voicing their own views
The trustees should apply their new attitude to the issue of a new and listening to the views of the
disciplinary structure for the academic community. During the Trustees. There was even a surmeetings of the Commission on Regulatory Procedures last summer, the prising amount of accord on some
trustees insisted that they be recognized as the ultimate arbiters of very divisive issues. I was impressed with the fact that these
justice at the College. Had it not been for the ill-advised intransigence Trustees were actually human bethat was expressed in Section XIII of the final report, there would now ings, not simply authority figures,
be a workable disciplinary structure at the College.
that they could be rational and intelligent,
that they actually had
The Boatd of Trustees should officially assert what it has tacitly
some remarkable ideas I hadn't
implied.by its actions this year: that it recognizes the necessity of thought of before. They were not
self-limitation. This could be publicly acknowledged if the trustees the withered, doddering old bald
would, as is recommended by the AAUP, "ensure the publication of pates who lacked imagination or
codified statements that define the overall policies and procedures of knowledge of the problems that
confront our generation, as some
the institution under its jurisdiction."
of us might have believed. They
*
* *
actually praised the fact that stuThe acceptance of the new curriculum by the trustees permits the dents were concerned about the
College to embark upon a new experiment in education; but it offers no problems that face higher education today.
guarantee that the experiment will be conducted with the exuberance
After the Trustees had to leave to
and daring necessary for success. One faculty member summed up the
keep business . appointments, I
present situation quite succinctly: "Getting the curriculum through the spoke with several student leaders.
trustees was World War II; getting the faculty to implement it with To a leader of the S.D.S., I decried
imagination will be more like guerilla warfare - which poses far' more the lack of communication and the
problems."
While it is certain that many faculty members will respond to the
challenge of the new curriculum with interesting innovations, there is
reason to believe that a substantial portion of the faculty will respond
with only the greatest'reluctance. The unhappy fact is that there are far
too many courses at this College that are not worth taking. Students arc
not always the only ones who are lethargic about their academic
responsibilities.
The publication of an evaluation of courses should be among the
main priorities of the student body next year. It has been three years
since the production of an evaluation; the appearance of another
examination of the academic offerings of the College could be of
inestimable value in helping the community to determine the success of
the new curriculum.

EDITORIAL SECTION

The Trustee Meeting

by Jeff Vogelgesang
precipitous violence that is going
on all over the country. "Misunderstandings just like these," I had
said, "lead to wars (like Vietnam),
divorces, the disrupting of friendships, struggle between black and
„ 'lite, and all kinds of discord and
sti x .." He gave a telling reply:
Most of the youth who demonstrated
in the street a,
ngaged in violence were conscientious and honest people who were actually de w \j

concerned about the problems
which confront us, but the Nixons
the Johnsons, the General Hersheys, and the rest of the "Establishment" were unwilling to communicate. The demonstrators,
frustrated in their attempts to get
our national leaders and college
administrators to understand their
point of view, had seen no other
way out. I may add to this that the
(Continued on Page 6)

LETTERS to the editor
(

cud-chewing3

To the Editor:
The report of the Long-Range
Planning Committee might have
been somewhat less insipid if the
Committee had not decided to edit
the reports of its own sub-committees 'sentence by sentence'. It
went about this task so vigorously
that it edited out the entire statement of policy concerning Trinity
and its local environment from the
report of sub-committee III. That
statement read:
1. The policy of Trinity has been
one of detachment from the community.
2. There should be a massive involvement of the College in the
surrounding community both to
expose students to life in an open
society and to better meet the
needs of the community.
3. This program of involvement
should be fully integrated into the
regular College curriculum and
should be encouraged and supported by all segments of this
institution.
4. This program of involvement
should be organized in cooperation
with the surrounding community,
including other educational institutions.
These ideas are not exactly
earthshaking. They are more like
an obvious minimum which any

RJgS MSH TOR&bTBR.

group of concerned Trinity people
might be expected to come up with.
In addition the Committee specifically rejected as "coercive", the
suggestion that faculty involvement
in community affairs be made a
factor in determining promotion
and tenure. This is a policy adopted
by many enlightened corporations,
including Hartford insurance companies. It is also a clean POLICY
decision, not costing any money,
but more effective than expressions of intent and concern.
The deletion of these recommendations raises a question: Is
the college going to seriously
commit itself to Hartford and to
make the study of the experience
and problems of this classic American city an important part of
its educational program?
The feeble performance of the
Long-Range Planning Committees
poses two broader questions.
First, how are the basic policies
and resource priorities of the
college arrived at and how should
they be arrived at? Secondly, what
accounts for the remarkable intellectual silence on the Trinity campus, the absence of effective public
discussion of major issues, and the
enervating, cud-chewing quality of
the discussions which dp take place
in 'representative' committees?
Anthony Netting
Ass't professor of History
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to the class of '72

Pride and Prejudice
by John Osier

"As with many of you, I have
been thinking lately about the
rising sophomores and their lives.
at Trinity next year. Many are
seriously hoping to find a place in
one of the fraternities. They know
what I know. There are only one,
hundred
and fifty
places,
one-eighty at the very most.
Somebody is going to be left out.
I have seen this happen to the
Class of 1968 and to the Class of
1969 and it will happen again to
the Class of 1970. To borrow a
phrase from our Quaker brethren,
I don't rest easy with 'this kind of
outcome."
:

-Roy Heath April 11, 1967

cantly on the quality of life fos- at the face book. The speeches are
tered in a fraternity.
made and the final balls are taken.
The underlying justification of Some new sophomores are apthe blackball is that it brings proved immediately, having ofpeople together and gives each fered no offense to anyone during
member of the fraternity a sense the preceding year. For others
of power and responsibility. The the process is a bit more drawn
power and responsibility aspects out. These are the rushees who
of this answer are easily under- are likely to become the subject
stood. The assertion that the black- of heated arguments between the
ball" brings people together," how- brothers. The rushee's supporters
ever, merits some explanation. stand up and reveal everything
In order to enable ALL of the they know about their candidate in
members of the fraternity to get a manner not unlike that of selling
to know ALL of the sophomores used cars. The philosophy seems
who are eventually pledged, it is to be that, if you can say enough
necessary to hold what fraternity about a person, the people in the
jargon calls "rush meetings." room will slowly but surely come
These meetings are carried on to the realization that he is, in
during the academic year preceed- fact, a human being.
ing each rush week and consist
The "opponents maintain that " oh
of members making short speeches yes, I'm sure he's a nice person
about what they feel are the good is you say so, but he just doesn't
or bad qualities of each member seem to be the type who would
of the freshman class. Each fit in here." When pressed to exbrother sits with a copy of the plain more fully, they frequently
freshman handbook in his hands, begin expounding rather lofty
to enable him to better "get to theories of brotherly love. There
know" the freshman being spoken often follows a few choruses of
about. The speeches in favor of a "What This Place Means to Me!"
particular candidate are rather
What does It mean to them?
mundane, repeating over and over It's something special. They got
that so and so is a "nice guy," in and that could only have meant
plays a certain sport, or. has a that they too are special. The
girl at Smith.
people in it should make it their

Dean Roy Heath wrote the above
paragraph in a letter to the Senate
in May of 1967. It was the introduction to his proposal to place
fraternity selectivity on a lottery
basis. His concern was with the
stigma attached to rejection by
peers which inevitably takes its
toll on members of the sophomore
class during every fraternity rush
week. On May 11, 1967 the Dean
1
faced a booing all-college meeting
in the Washington Room. The
booing came from tightly packed
cliques of fraternity men who
marched to the meeting in unison.
The proposal, which is now a matter of sad history, never got off
the ground. In fact, it died in great
splendor at the opening of that
meeting with the Dean's reading of
a letter from Trinity's Board of
.. Trustees pledging firm support for
the fraternities to do as they
pleased.
The problems raised by fraternities on campus, however, did
not die with the Dean's proposal.
Since he wrote that letter, the Class
of 1970 and the Class of 1971
have both been subjected to the
same selectivity process. Welcome changes in the nature of the
• College community have made this
problem less distinct, but it is
still with us. Beyond that, these
^same changes have pointed out
more, equally serious, defects in
the fraternity system. Dean
Heath's proposal was aimed at
correcting the injustices done by
fraternities to the people they did
not take in, the people on the "outside." Fraternities also have an
effect on the people they do take
in, on the "brotherhood." There
are good reasons for the members
of the Class of 1972 to steer clear
of fraternities above and beyond
the possibility of being rejected.
%
It is with these considerations that
this article is primarily concerned.
The Blackball
It is said that a fraternity's
greatest evil is its need to be
selective. What is most objectionable about fraternities at Trinity,
*"' however, is that they compound
What is most interesting are
this evil with their method of selec^ tivity. The standard process is the so-called "negative comknown as the "blackball," it some- ments." Brothers pronounce
times travels under the deceptive freshman with whom they have
euphemism of " one hundred per become acquainted to be dull, "not
cent support." It means, in effect, good enough for this place, or
that far a rising sophomore to "turkeys." The "face books," jarreceive an invitation to join, his gon for freshman handbooks, are
candidacy must have the support accorded rapt attention for everyof all, or all but one or two, one wants to get a good look at
the people under discussion. By
members of the fraternity.
the end of the year, the brotherWhen asked to defend this sys- hood is satisfied that it has gotten
tem, which appears to be quite to know the members of the freshundemocratic at best, the stan- man class and has carefully seV dard response is that the black- lected from its "top rushees. Dean
;
ball is never used in practice, Heath has probably given the best
that one brother never contradicts expression to the outcome of this
the will of his fellows. The ques- process /in saying that freshman
tion which is never answered is become known, not for what they
why, if this system is not used are but "for what they are.worth
in practice, do the fraternities in- on the upperclass market"
sist on maintaining it in theory?
The climax of the getting toI have had the opportunity to ask
this question of the members of eether sessions come during the
several fraternities during the last gtember rush week. On the night
a* two and one half years. Their before final bids are extended, the
s-t answers, I think, reflect signifi- brotherhood meets for its final go

like him. These are the members
who have the loftiest idea of what
their fraternity should be and, as
might be expected, they are the
most consistent in judging other
people by their standards.
A Closed System
The first principle of fraternity
existence is that "the people
inside" are more important than
"the people outside." The fact that
a particular individual has expressed a strong desire to join,
or that he has many friends in
the brotherhood means little in a
system that gives each member
the sacred right to pass judgment
on every candidate's worth.
What is even more difficult to
comprehend, is that the majority
of the fraternity memberships support this system. There is an aura
of respect surrounding it and the
people who use it. Those who do
the most balling in a house are
looked up to as men who have the
courage to face up to great and
unpleasant responsibilities. The
blackball system, it is claimed,
has enabled the membership to
learn much about people, a strange
claim for a system that allows
a person to pass judgement on
someone he doesn't even know.
The confrontations between the

easier.

•"
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•

•
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The individual who becomes
critical of this atmosphere later
In his fraternity career, who seeks
to break away from the selfdeceit which permeates the fra-"
ternity atmosphere, is thought tobe
challenging the ideal of brother-;. .
hood. The stereotyping process,
which began with the rush
meetings, and is finalized' during
the pledge period Is not to be
challenged. To do so is tothreaten
the security of the group. No one
likes a party pooper, regardless
of how disgusting the party maybe.
Other houses have no hazing
practices. For some time I was
rather proud of the fact that my
own fraternity was one of them.
The fact is, however, that this
makes very little difference
Indeed.
The cardinal sin of all fraternities is the same. Their selectivity methods are basically
aimed at excluding, not selecting.
They are all conducted on the
basis of who would be kept out
rather than who should be admitted.
The assumption which underlies
the entire structure is that the
people inside are better than the
people outside... This assumption
is a poisonous' one; it does not
correspond to the fact of life;
it demonstrates incredible blindness to the changes that have taken
place on campus; and finally, it
is the one thing which will most
surely kill the possibilities for
meaningful social interaction or
educational development.
Whatever the activities of a
particular fraternity, its members
have all been compromised before
they ever walked in the door. The
same five facts were repeated
about each one of .them in regular
rush meetings during their entire
(Cartoon by H.R. Cuoz*i)
-freshman year. When they finally
supporters and the opponents of a join, the brotherhood has already,
candidate are held to be healthy, decided what they are and. what
providing opportunities for " honest their role should be. The die has
discussion." The fact that these been cast, quite arbitrarily, and
discussions are carried on behind the easiest thing to do is to stay
the backs of, and in detriment to, in it. In those houses which esother people matters little. Other pouse lofty ideals and lqok for
people simply do not count, that them in their prospective members, the situation may seem a
is, until they get in.
The people who don't "get in" bit more justifiable. In those which
under this system, I would main- sell themselves on the amount of
tain, are the most fortunate. The beer consumed during the week,
campus offers other and more it is more repugnant. In either
worthwhile opportunities for social case, the outcome is the same.
interaction. There is now an edu- The house has an image, the incational community at Trinity, a dividual has . been rammed into
claim which couldn't have been it before he came, and the prosmade two years ago. There are a pects for growth are killed. By
large number of people here with the very nature of their selectia sense of their own worth and a vity processes, fraternities can
knowledge of how to translate it be no different. To get a man
into decent social activities. The admitted, he must have the unireally worthwhile things, are what versal or nearly universal supthe frat men are missing out on. port of the brotherhood, thus he
must be made to correspond to
The real affront to educational . ideals which are formed largely
community is seen inside the
(Continued on Page 6)
.:
fraternities. In some houses it

'selectivity methods are basically aimed
at excluding, not selecting9
first allegience, spend many hours
there per week, and be able to
g-et along with everybody. People
who are a little bit different, well,
they're all right, but not for this
place. After all, a man has a right
to choose his friends. Some people,
you know, are just too outspoken
and pushy for their own good. The
people here are special...
All in all, they are looking for
the social Trinity gentleman who
isn't contaminated with too much
conscience or too much concern.
They don't seem to realize that
these are the people that the College is taking fewer and fewer of
each year, a rather ominous trend
for fraternities.
The people who throw the most
balls in any house are the seniors.
Others join in, of course, but the
seniors do it in the most professional fashion. Two or three
seniors can easily keep a sophomore out of their fraternity without even claiming to know or dis-

takes the form of hazing pledges.
The theory here is that the newmembers must learn to love one
another by being put in uncomfortable, and at times indecent,
situations together. The administrators of this lesson in love are
the brothers, and their reward is
the satisfaction which comes from
knowing that they have broken in a
new generation which is almost
sure to carry on their traditions.
Why a person has to be degraded
and treated as an inferior to learn
love and " respect" has never been
fully explained. Surprising as It
may seem, the pledges love it.
They regard it as a kind of
suped-up freshman preceptorial.
They come out of It convinced that
they have really gotten to know one
another. In effect, they have all
been jammed into the same mold
which will provide them with a
sense of security and automatic,
though stereotyped and superficial,
opportunities for social Interaction. The prospects for growthj
change, or the development of a
sense of Individual worth are
notably dimmed by this process,
but it does make life a good deal
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will go through with an overwhelming majority. Without the.
eleven freshman votes, its chances
will be slim at best.
Another area where freshmen
(Continued from Page 4)
(Continued from Page 5)
might begin taking iniative im- blame lies on both sides, not just It seems to me that the Trustees
The prime responsibility for mediately is in the preparation of
by concensus.
about this problem as
These ideals are static and, opening this system will have to a descriptive booklet about Trinity on the Trustees and admlnistra- concerned
they
are,
and
recognizing the imtors.
There
are
some
things
the
rest
with
those
on
the
inside,
with
via the mechanism of rush, perfraternities. This work is normally
portance
of
finding solutions
students
could
have
done
that
they
those
of
us
who
have
opted
for
petuate themselves indlfinitely.
handled by the Fraternity Presithe time to enter Into dis-'
The new members soon adjust fraternity membership. Perhaps dent's Council, and has proved in haven't. The addresses of many, TAKE
themselves to the role they have more importantly, this res- the past to be remarkably non- if not all of the Trustees, are avail- cussion with the students here,
•been assigned and begin their ex- ponsibility will fall to the members informative. Information about ex- able. I am sure they would appreci- perhaps set aside a day for an efpeted participation in the rush of the Class of 1972, those fresh- penses, physical plant, and eating ate it if some concerned students fort at consideration of the differmeetings. They are sanctioned to man who are now seriously hoping facilities is all that ever finds with Ideas as to how the problems ences between us and reconciliaof the college can be solved would tion, according to the plan set forth
sit in a room with their fraternal to find a place in one of the fra- its way to these pages.
above, orsomemorepracticalone.
comrades and talk about and pass ternities. It is on the freshman
Since this booklet is prepared for write, like a constituent would a
judgement on the people outside. class that the question of fra- the freshman class, I see little Congressman. They might even If not only Trinity's Trustees, but
The sense of security which ensues ternity survival depends, and they reason why it should not be pre- find that our ideas make a lot of similar authorities at other colis a false one, but it must never- are the ones in the best position pared by the freshman class. The sense to them. They discuss these leges and universities were to
the-less be protected at all costs. to make fraternities responsible F.E.C. should conduct an investi- things with each other, and make such an effort.to meaningfully
After a year or so of sitting participants in Trinity community. gation of each fraternity, obtaining with their families over the dinner- communicate with dissatisfied stuIt would be highly profitable dents, they shall have taken a long
around telling each other that they
information on the nature and dura- tab.le.
to
both
sides if students did this step towards the preservation of
are better than anyone else, they
Prior to Spring Vacation, tion of pledge periods, the pro- before they
engaged in disruptive peace on the college scene.
begin to believe it,
TRIPOD Editor David Green sug- cedures followed in rushing, the
or before they came to un-. Although students are to be blamed
I have seen this process at work gested that freshman make fra- quality of food available, and the tactics,
conclusions about the Ideas for their lack of patience and
on students for two years. Once ternity selectivity procedures a type of selectivity system em- founded
of the Trustees. But how many mature judgment in many Ininside, the cjoors are closed, the topic of discussion for Mason ployed.
Trinity students tried something stances, I sometimes feel that the
windows boarded up, and they are Plan. I do not know how many
Finally, the F.E.C. should re- like this, either during the distur- authorities, because of their widefree of all responsibilities — to freshmen took up Mr. Green's serve the right to give its seal
last year or afterwards? spread belief that the radicals
the community, to other human suggestion, but I'm sure that those of approval (sort of like Good bances
How many tried it at Columbia? At are "rebels" that are in the wrong
beings, and to themselves. who did found Mason Plan to be Housekeeping) to those fraternities San
Francisco State? At Harvard? and should be punished and that is
Thought, language, and personal a good deal more interesting. Fra- which meet the Senate guidelines,
relationships all become short ternities are not in a position to and recommend that freshmen not.
On the other hand, I cannot agree that, are guilty of not making the
circuited in a system sustained by make the demands on freshman pledge those fraternities which do entirely with the actions of college necessary effort to come down off
selfdeceit. Such expressions as which they used to; there are not. Additionally, theF.E.C. should administrators either, who see It their pedestals a bit and soothe
"roadie" and "bevo," once they simply too many social alter- feel not compunction against black- merely as a problem of authority ruffled tempers, thus perpetuating
catch our never die, for few fresh natives on campus. The fra- listing fraternities which refuse to and order. A Hesburgh-type ulti- bad feelings concerning "authoriideas can enter a closed system. ternities need to take large classes co-operate in supplying informa- matum, while serving as a deter- tarian repression" that invariably
each year to survive financially. tion beyond the trivial matters of ent to demonstrations and violence, lead to campus unrest. The quesFreshmen and Fraternities ,
freshman class is finally in physical plant and expenses.
1
does not solve anything, but fur- tion is not whethertheyare"right"
The question which will have to The
a
position
where
it
has
the
upper
ther
antagonizes the students. The "wrong." I am a believer in a
be dealt with on the Trinity cam- hand, it can make demands upon
Fraternities must be made repus is, how does this system be- the fraternities. I honestly think sponsible to the rest of the Tri- same is true of the recently passed proper respect for constituted
laws, which can authority, but regardless of how
come open? The negative selecthe time has come for the nity community. They should enjoy Congressional
easily
be
construed
as another re- wrong I believe some of the stutivity process which I have out- that
no
priviiedge
to
carry
on
their
Class of 1972 to begin using its
lined represents a viscious circle power.
pressive
weapon
in
the war of the dent dissidents to be in their acactivities free from the public
I cannot escape the fact that
In the true meaning of the term.
scrutiny of that community, parti- "Establishment" against student tions,
How can this circle be broken?
A good opportunity to begin will cularly in so far as their atti- radicalism. Last week, the police IT IS LOGICALLY THE RESPONI honestly think that the question present itself in the next few weeks tudes, practices, and activities intervention at Harvard, whether SIBILITY OF THE OLDER MORE
is worth answering. Although fra- when the Senate considers a pro- run counter to the community's necessary for the security of the MATURE, AND MORE EXPERternities most certainly do not posal to set guidelines for fra- aims.
security of the University, as Dean IENCED PARTY TO TAKE THE
have recent history on their side, ternity selectivity. If the freshman
Ford asserted, nor not, had the ef- INIATIVE IN MAKINGANEVALUThose
who
join
the
fraternities,
they do have the potential to fulfill senators are willing to join forces should be prepared to stand up for fect of antagonizing not only the ATION OF THE SITUATION AND
a useful function on the Trinity with the independents and liberal what they believe, not merely to radicals, but the great majority of IN RESTORING PEACE AND
campus.
fraternity members, this proposal settle down in a closed system. the moderates who decried the GOODWILL. This would serve as a
"police brutality" and the admin- counterbalance to the impatience
istration's unwillingness to com- and energy of youth, and this type
municate meaningfully. A division of action by the Trustees would
has resulted which will not be easy open lawful means to students. As
it has been in the past, lawlessto heal.
It is admitted that the time most ness, violence, and disruption has
favorable to a mutual understand- begn winning out by default. I am
ing and cooperation had passed at convinced that most conscientious
Harvard by the time the S.D.S. students would not resort to these
staged their takeover, as it had at tactics, even if they did not get their
Trinity, say, after the lock-in. How own way, if they felt that they were
ever, now is an opportune time for being given a fair hearing and a
peaceful cooperation, and the prob- fair chance to make themselves
lems that still exist are such as can understood. What incenses them
be discussed without fear and with- the most is the feeling of being efout being defensive or unyielding fectively ignored. My belief is that
about them. In the present situation in the interest of this College,
"
at Trinity, as well as at many other and in the interest of higher eduuniversities where there Is a great cation as a whole, our Trustees
deal of ferment, we need to discuss should shoulder this responsibility
these problems rationally before and do everything they can to fulit becomes too late, as it became fill it.
too late at Harvard, for example.
These are simply commonsense
This will take an effort not only principles which can be applied
on the part of the students, but on universally to one of the most conthe part of the Trustees. I was troverted of subjects: How men can
speaking with one of the Trustees get along with each other peaceSaturday. I regretted that such a ably. If I have stated the obvious,
peaceful "confrontation" between I do not apologize, because it is the
the Trustees and the students had obvious that has been often most
not happened before, In particular, difficult to see.
that this hadn't happened last year.
I suggested something that I called
a "meet the Trustees" weekend;
DIAHANN CARROLL and
they would come on campus, speak
F1FTH
with various Interested students,
DIMENSION!
be invited into various circles, fraternity houses, etc. to see the conditions under which we live, talk
about common problems and alms,
so that in general, we would get
to understand each other better. He
thought well of the proposal, but
MONDAY, APRIL 21
reminded me that the Trustees
CBS-TV 9-10 p.m. EST
were very short on the necessary
(but check your local listing just to be sure.)
time, as we all are. I can appreciate the fact that men high up in the
business world like these are must
have a very tight schedule. But the
more I think about It, the more I
consider the nature of the problems
that confront us. I believe more
strongly that something like this
needs to be done. I believe that
the whole structure of higher edu(Bui you know that.)
cation in this country is being
threatened, and that finding a solution to the present difficulties is
Barbara Howes will read from
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS ANGELES • TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS
necessary, and it will take gome efher works at Trinity College
fort and sacrifice by all. I believe
on Tuesday, April 15, 1969
that the proper communication takin Wean Lounge at 8:00 p.m.
ing place during the EARLY stages
of discontent would have saved
ity, Harvard, Columbia, ET. AL a
great deal of trouble later on. It
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Our Greatest Need

"Francis Albert Sinatra
Does His Thing
(One more time!)

If you missed Frank's
show last Fall, take
heart. We re bringAnd ofcourse, same great sponsor.
ing the whole Thing (But you know that.)
back for an encore
... same great Sinatra
... same great guests:

Biidweisec is the King of Beers.

poe
fry
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Week's Schedule
APRIL 15
Varsity Track - Union - 2:30 - away
Frosh Track - Union - 2:30 • away
Vr=arsity Baseball - Amherst - 3:30 away
VArsity Tennis • Amherst - 3:00 away
Frosh Tennis - Amherst • 3:00 •
away
Frosh Lacrosse - Taft - 3:00 - HOME
APRIL 17
Frosh Baseball - Springfield - 3:00 •
HOME
Varsity Golf - Worcester Tech. 2:00 - away
APRIL 19
Varsity Baseball - Coast Guard 2:00 - HOME
Frosh Baseball - Wesleyan - 2:30 •
.HOME
Varsity Track - Middlebury - 1:30 HOME
Fresh Tennis - Choate - 2:00 -away
Varsity Lacrosse - Holy Cross - 2:00
- away
Frosh Lacrosse - Loomis - 2:00 •
HOME
Crew - LaSalle & C.W. Post - 3:00 - .
HOME
APRIL 22
Varsity Baseball - Wesleyan - 3:00 > away
Frosh Baseball - Univ. of Hartford 3:00 - away
Varsity Tennis - Rhode Island - 3:00
- away
Varsity Lacrosse - Nichols - 3:00 away
Varsity Golf - U.R.I, and Univ. of
Hartford at U.R.I. - 1:30 - away
Frosh Golf - Post Jr. College - 2:00 HOME
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Netmen Drop
Opener 8-1
Trinity lost Us 196 9 tennis opener, 8-1, to a competent Army squad
Saturday. Captain Mike Beautyman
was the source of the Bantams lone
point.
Coach Roy Dath's netmen will
take on Amherst at Amherst Wednesday in an attempt to even their
record at 1-1.
In the singles matches, Beautyman was the only Trin raquetman
to win a set as he won a marathon
two-hour-plus battle with Army's
Wllber, 6-8, 10-8/6-4.
The rest of the Bantam lineup
was Chuck Wright, number two;
Alan Gibby, three; Ron Cretaro,
four; Dave Casey, five; and Bruce
Mahaffey, six. The doubles teams
were Cretaro-Gibby, BeautymanMahaffey, and Wright-Casey.
One of the reasons for the netters' poor showing was their lack
of practice. "Army is at least
three weeks ahead of us," Coach
Dath observed before the meet.
The coach was enthusiastic about
the prospects of early practice
time on the three indoor courts
planned for the Ferris Athletic
center. "Next year we won't be
behind Army in playingtime," said
the coach hopefully.

Varsity, Frosh Trackmen
Decisioned by Engineers
an already shallow running corps,
The varsity track team, under
Trinity managed only one first
new head coach Terry Herr,
place and no second place finishes
dropped Its first dual meet of the
in nine events. Sophomore Joe
season last Saturday, 88-52toRPI.
Pratt grabbed Trinity's only first,
The field events were very strong
winning the 440 yard run in 52.6.
for the blue and gold, with the team
Coach Herr hopes in the future for
taking three first places and seven
better performances from John
second places.
Furland in the 1/2 and mile run
Ted Peterson and Darrell Burstein led the -way, Peterson taking and John Barbour in the short
sprints.
first place in the triple jump and
high jump, and Burstein taking a
If the team can recover from the
first place in the shot put with a. injuries in the track events and
massive heave of 50' 6 3/4", two
maintain the good performances
inches short of the school record.
in the field events, the team should
Darrell actually had a put of 51' 10" have a respectable year.
on one heave, but fouled after letThe frosh track team did much
ting go oi the shot.
better, dropping a close decision
to RPI. Tom Buchenav led the team
Glenn Ryer helped the Trin cause
with three first places.
with second place finished in triple
and high jump, while Peterson
added another second place in the
long jump. Mike Cancelliere finished right behind Burstein in the
(Continued from Page 8)
shot, while Roger Knight in the pole
vault, Jim Tully in the javelin and
Ralph Morini in the discus also strong offensively and at least adequate defensively. Meanwhile, it
grabbed runner-up laurels.
The running events did not fair remains very unstable.
nearly so well. With injuries to
Trinity plays three games this
hurdler Tom Kauffman and dis- week. The current home stand ends
i tance man Chuck Hosking depleting on Monday when the Bantams meet
Williams. Two days later, the team
takes to the road for the first time
this year when it clashes withAmherst. The Hilltoppers will conclude the week's actiononSaturday
when they host the Coast Guard.
Strangely, playing at home has not
been an advantage for Trinity thus
far.

Hitters Nipped

UP - CHUCKIE -- Chuck Wright
jumps -- but not for joy this time
as the Trin tennis team goes down
to an 8-1 defeat at the hands of
Army-

(Pete Devine)

Ever feelyou were born toolate
to getinon anything really big?

This week will be a crucial ona
for Coach RobieShults' squad. Two
or more losses will greatly diminish the prospects for a successful
year.
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford

' 'Cs.il before you leave
the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon.-Thur. 11 a.m.- 121 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. -1 a.m.
Sun.-12 a.m. -11 p.m.

Marion's
Luncheo nette
•You're mistaken.
All the super opportunities
aren't a matter of history.
The biggest is only fifteen
years old:
The computer industry.
And by 1972, its $15 billion
in installations will more
.than double.

Honeywell, "The Other
Computer Company", has
created a post-graduate

program in the concepts,
techniques and applications of computer systems,
This is the only program of
its kind that requires a
college degree.
It's very intensified and
very complete. The
instructors are the best
computer pros. And
Honeywell is equipping
them with the latest
computers.
Sessions begin in June
and September. Each lasts
three months. In Boston.
It's well worth the tuition.
If you'd like to get in on
something really big, we'd

Over the Rocks

like to send you the details.
Just fill in the coupon. Or
call us (617) 235-7450 Ext.
362 (reverse the charges if
you're calling from a
distance).

Good Things to Eat
6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Weekdays
Open Sunday 9 - 2 p.m. 5 - 8 p.m.

Send me the details of Honeywell's Post Graduate
Computer Course
Honeywell EDP
Mail Station 153
60 Walnut St, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181
Name
College_
Address_
City.
My maior_

_State_

-Zip-

_PhoneNo._

I TheOtherComputerGompany: [
|
Honeywell
.I

NATIONAL TYPEWRITER
COMPANY Y
Headquarters for OLYMPIA
Precision Built Typewriter
Sales — Rental — Service
Supplies for All Makes of
Office Machines
Special
Rental Rates to Students
247 Asylum St.
Hartford
T e l e p h o n e 527-1 115

Hilton Hotel
Barber Shop
Service often imitated
but never equated.
Hair Stylists - Men
Hair-Straightening
Razor Cuts

teL-249-5611
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Rowers Swamp Lord Jeffs
JV's, Frosh Also Post Wins
by Keith Pinter
The Trinity College rowing team
devastated archrival Amherst last
Saturday by sweeping all events on
the Lord Jeff's 1800-meter upstream Connecticut River course.
Trinity's heavyweight varsity boat
covered the course in 5:55.0,
topping Amherst's6:27.3byamargin of 32 seconds in a sport where a
victory of four seconds is usually
considered decisive. The Trinity
crew started at 44 strokes per
minute, settled after twenty to a
38, stayed between 36 and 38 for
the body of the race, and got up
to a 41 in the sprint.

Amherst Whips
Frosh Laxmen
Coach Mike Moonves frosh
lacross squad suffered a less than
encouraging fate in its season
opener on Saturday, as Trin's
stickmen bowed to a powerful Amherst outfit, 14-1, on the Lord Jeff's
field.
Trin actually showed better ball
control than their opponents In the
first half, but sloppy ball handling
helped lead to few Bantam shots.
This poor ball control coupled with
an Amherst offense which one
Trinity player termed as "unbelievable" led to a 9-0 Lord Jeff
lead after the first half.
Moonves' charges showed marked improvement in the second half
of the dismal affair. Jack Nelson
came up with the sole Bantam
score, a fine shot after he was
forced to evade a multitude of
Amherst. defenders. The host Lord
Jeffs were held to five goals, but
their continual fast breaking
proved a real nemisis to the more
inexperienced Bantams.
Experience seems to be the key
to the future success of the Trinity
squad. The Bantams have many
players who are weilding the lacrosse stick for the first time,
and their development will determine later outcomes. Saturday's
contest against the potent Lord
Jeffs, was a virtual scrim mage, and
it is not a real indication of the
season's possibilities.

Trin's powerful heavyweight JV
boat also stomped all over Amherst's petunia patch in combat
boots. The. winning time was 6:12,
compared to the Amherst JV's
6:39. The Trinity boat started at a
42, rowed the body of the race at
34-35, and sprinted at 40.
It was near perfect rowing
weather, with a faint tallwind and
the temperature in the high fifties.
As the river is cresting this week,
the current was powerful, making
the times all the more impressive.
But it was left to the TC frosh
to win by the widest margin of the
day. In a race between Trinity's
first freshman boat, Amherst's
first frosh, and Trinity's zoocrew, made up of freshmen and
upperclassmen, the times were
Trin frosh 1-6:23; Trin zoo-7:02;
Amherst frosh 1-7:45, and 82 second victory for the first frosh.
That's twenty, lengths.
The Trinity crews drew first
blood a w.eek ago last Friday in an
away scrimmage against Wesleyan. Again, It was a slaughter.
The times were: Varsity: Trin6:19; Wes-6:30.
JV: Trin-6:56; Wes-7:14.
Frosh: Trin 1-6:34; Wes 1-7:15;
Trin zoo-7:18.
It should be mentioned here that
the JV race was run under more
adverse weather conditions than
the other two.
The Trinity varsity lightweight
crew traveled to Kent two weeks
ago to race that prep school's varsity boat. The valiant lights were
leading for most of the race, but
dropped it by three seconds in the
end. The Kent boat, however, is a
good fifteen pounds heavier per
man, so the engagement bodes well
for the lights, who travel to Cambridge tomorrow to take on Harvard's JV lightweight boat on the
filthy Charles River.
While you were in Bermuda, the
entire team was at school for the
three-week vacation, rowing twice
a day on the cold waters of the
Connecticut. Varsity coach Norman Graf and his sidekick Bill
Young '69, boy wonder and frosh
coach, have been driving their men
mercilessly,
megalomaniacally

eyeing the national small college
championships, the Dad Vail Regatta, four weeks off. There were
some contests over seats in the
varsity and the JV, and when the
dust had settled, the varsity had
crystallized with six men out of
nine from last year's first boat,
one from last year's JV, and two
sophomores. The average weight in
that boat is 188 3/4 lbs., the JV
weighs in at 1811/2, the first frosh
at 176.
The rest of the season will be
unrelentingly challenging for the
ambitious Bantam's. Next Saturday
at 2:30 p.m., Trin plays host to
LaSalle University from Philadelphia and C.W. Post College from
Long Island. To stay in top contention for the Vail, Trinity will have
to do well. Next Saturday there will
be another home race. Visiting will
be George Washington University
from D.C. and an imposing crew
from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, with its over
10,000 undergraduates. Following
that is the Rusty Callow Regatta
at Worcester, the New England
Championship, on May 3, and then
the Vail in Philly May 9-10.

OUT, MY FOOT! Contrary to the ump's unpopular belief, our arrow
seems to indicate that Bill Belisle reached the base before the ball
reached the first baseman's glove.
(Mike sample)

Hitlers Nipped Twice;
Fall to HaHford*> Colb
by Shawn
The Trinity baseball team opened its season last week by losing
twice at home. The Bantams were

At Holy Cross Sot.

Jeffs Nip Trin Laxmen
by Michael Gilboy

Coach Joe Wilson was pleased
with the showing his Lacrosse
team made yesterday in their season opener againt Amherst, the
1968 New England Small College
Champions.
The game began slowly, but the
Lord Jeffs were soon in Bantam
territory, although they weren't
able to score. However, several
minutes later they were back and
Nandy Bollinger put in the first
Amherst goal at 5:39. Both sides
moved the ball .and each had
several shots on the goal, but neither side scored again until 8:08 when
Larry Jones put in a shot from the
front for the Jeffs to put them in
front 2-0. Although beset with penalties, Amherst continued to pull
ahead on scores by Bollinger with
an assist from Quinn in the corner
at 10:51, and on another unassisted
goal by Jones at 11:16. The Bantams
finally broke into the scoring column at 12:42 when Harper Follensbee took the ball at midfleld and
put it in. He was assisted by Nat
Prentice. After an Amherst slashing penalty Prentice took the ball
and scored himself, with an assist
from Frank Stowell. The time on
the goal was 13:43. The Bantams
were awarded the ball on the faceoff but their last minute goal
attempt was unsuccessful.
The Bantams began the scoring
in the second quarter by taking the
ball at their own goal and driving
the entire length of the field to
score at 1:56. The goal was made
by Scott Phillips. This score cut the
Amherst lead to one goal, but they
came back at 5:17 to score on an
out of bounds play. This score
was made by Foster and assisted
by Norris. Frank Stowell did almost the same thing for the Bantams at 7:41 to score the first of
two he would score in this quarter
but unfortunately they were- separated by another goal by Jones of
the Jeffs at 10:36 (assisted by Norris) so that Amherst was in front
6-5 at the half. Amherst had four
penalities in the half compared to
none for the Bantams.
Trinity won the second half faceoff, but the Jeffs took possession
of the ball, and Chip Norris scored
with only 56 seconds gone. He was
assisted by Bacon. Trinity gained
Peter Wiles (20) scored with ten seconds remaining in the fourth possession and spent several minutes in the Jeff half of the field
quarter to make the final score 10-9 in Saturday's game against the peppering the Amherst goalie, but
Lord Jeffs of Amherst.
( P e to Devine,
they were unable to score. Finally

with the Jeffs short two men because of penalties Nat Prentice
scored at 7:54 to make the score
7-6. He was assisted by Spike Birmingham. This was the only
Bantam score of the quarter, but
the Jeffs scored twice more BolHn at 9:12 rolling from a pick,
and Jones again at 13:33 on an out
of bounds play, assisted by Bollinger,
In the fourth quarter the Bantams attempted to come back from
their three goal deficit. They
scored the first goal of the quarter on a pass from Peter Wiles
to Nat Prentice who was all alone
by the goal. The time was 1:44.
The Jeffs scored one in the period,
when Trin was shorthanded because of a penalty. Norris was
credited with the goal at 13:33.
With one minute remaining to be
played the Jeffs were leading 10-7,
however Sheldon Crosby scored for
the Bantams at 14:01 to close the
gap to two. Peter Wiles scored
again for Trinity with just ten seconds left to play to make the score
10-9. Last second attempts by the
Bantams to gain a tie were unsuccessful.
Coach Wilson was pleased with
the performance of his team. He
felt that there was a big improvment from the exhibition games
played during Spring vacation in
Baltimore. He stated that the team
had only had 13 days of hard practicing, and that more work was
needed on the finer points of
the. game such as clearing and riding, but that with a little work Trinity could have a successful season.
The next Varsity match is next
Saturday, April 19, at Holy Cross.
Starting time is 2:00.

, Moot*., t&tpon
Street
(INK Oi<" AMERICA'S FINK KTIJKKK
CLOSRI

O'Donnell
edged out by the University of Hartford in the opener by the score of
2-1 in eleven innings. A day later,
it was the Colby White Mules who
outlasted Trinity, 6-4.
The King twins, Miles and Scott,
did most of the pitching. Miles was
particularly effective against the
Hawks as he yielded only six hits.
However, his teammates managed
to muster only one run and his fineeffort was wasted. Miles' control
was so harp that most of the putouts were made by the infield,
Scott King started against Colby
on Friday. He did a creditable job,
allowing just four runs in seven
innings. Scott left with the Mules
in front 4-1. Sophomore Moe Comeau.came on and went the rest of
the way. The Bants scored three
runs in the last two innings but it
was not enough.
After punching out only five hits
against UHar, Trinity exploded
with eleven base knocks in the second game. Nearly all of the hits
thus far have been singles. Power
hitters Bill Belisle and Brian Titus
have been hitting very well. Indeed, they have each collected four
hits to account for exactly half of
the team's sixteen hit total. Last
year's batting leader, Jay Bernardoni has been stroking the ball
hard. However, many of his line
shots have been knocked down and
converted into outs. Nonetheless,
he has collected three hits in ten
trips to the plate. The rest of the
team seems to be slowly picking
up the pace. Nifty Jack Willin,
whose deft bat control made him the
most productive batter in spring
training, has slumped a bit, but he
showed signs of snapping back in
the Colby game when he banged out
a few line drives. If promising
sophomore Mike James and leadoff man Wayne Lenik can start to
hit, then the Bantams should be able
to put together an attack capable of
scoring at least five runs against
any opponent. Considering the way
Miles and Scott King looked in their
season debuts, this should be
enough to win.
As expected, the infield provided
the
team's
main defensive
strength. Third baseman Bernardoni and second baseman Wayne
Lenik have been very impressive in
the field. Bernardoni turned in the
defensive play of the young season
against Hartford when he threw out
a batter at first after making a
diving stop of a sizzling ground ball
down the line. Shortstop Mike
James and first baseman Jack Willin round out the infield.
The outfield however, is a different story. There is still no
proven centerfielder to patrol the
wide open pasture. Moe Comeau
and Brian Winter are sharing the
right field slot for the moment.
Sophomore Bin Belisle has won
the left field job with his hitting.
The outfield could prove to be very
(Continued on Page 7)

